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WITHOUT TIME 

OCTOBER 10, 1977 J. H. WULSIN 

When it c ame time for my first paper be
fore this a ugust body , the only advice I could ex
tract from the Club elders was really more a warning 
-- don't go over 45 minutes. By 'then I'd observed 
that the Preside nt, no matter what his personal 
habits at home, p r ompt ly bangs this meeting to order 
at 8:30 on the dot; and then, in addition to the 
hazard of too long a paper, there's the even more 
subtle danger of too b rief a one, that leaves the 
faithful listeners with a feeling of fulfillment, 
as though short c anged . In fact, the clock, though 
well concealed by hallowed customs of the Club, 
rules the activ i ties of this venerable group in 
a powerful way, perhaps more than most of us realize 
or would like to admit . Now a proper respect for 
time is wholesome, but there's a wistful hope in 
most of us that the ' content of 'a paper -may rate 
higher than being on time and ' within time. This 
leads to general observation on the tyranny of 
time and on our 'enslavement to the clock in the 
humble as well as major events of our daily lives. 

While engage d in such idle irreverent 
thoughts, I recalled a curious docum~nt.that came 
into m hands a few years ago, a man s Jou:nal 

t hat b~ars so d irectly on this matter of t1me
f
that 

t it as the substance 0 a 
it seeme~l~~~~~~ IOr~:~ize the hazard of relyin

i
g 

paper. d f another for an occas on 
at length ~n the wor s ~aded to do so by· assuming 
such as th1s, I am pers ditor and I can ' only 
the role of a sympatheti~t~ this' somewhat devious 
ask for your tole:ance ~~rmidable and elusive as 

~~~~i~~hh~~daO~oi~~ !~aning of time. . 
b say ing that dur1ng 

Le t me set the sta~eHarSey's carriers in 
II while on one 0 • ung world War '.. became friends w1th a yo 

the South Pac1f1C, I t ner named Bo Ad amson, 
pilot, a brash mid-we~le~own and a small college. 
who hailed from a sma d-room friendships in a 
It was one of those war 



wartime setting, sudden and amazingly strong from 
the start, as though neither of us had time for 
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the usual course of friendship. An attraction of 
opposites in a way, his cockiness and inexperience 
in contrast to my mantle of professional training 
from medical school and hospital. Though we were 
both young, I had been around a bit, while the first 
time he had left horne had been for flight training 
a~ Pensacola. But he had the gifts of quick in
s~ght ~nd curiosity ~nd the capacity to grow which 
made h~m fun to be w~th. The Siamese twins the 

d ' , 
war -room w~ts called us. One day the inevitable 
sword dr~pped, and,he,didn't return with his flight; 
h~ was l~sted as m~ss~ng in action, and I wrote 
h~s parents an impassioned letter. 

Aside from memories, I had no further 
connection with that young aviator until several 
years ago, when a packet unexpectedly arrived, post
marked from a little known spot in that vast island 
expanse willed to the United States at the death 
of the Japanese empire. It was addressed to me and 
inside was a journal in the aviator's own hand
writing, which I easily recognized. In a short 
preface he explained that he was sending these 
pages to me because he knew no one else who would 
understand, and he trusted me to dispose of them 
as I saw fit. Naturally, I was flabbergasted --
a lengthy communication from a man considered dead 
years before. I stayed up all night consumed by 
this diary. I've read it many time~ sin~e ~n~ 
still donit pretend to grasp fully ~t~ s~gn~f~ca~ce. 
I immediately tried to get in touch w~th his fam~ly, 
but without success. He was an only child and both 
parents had died, and the few relatives had long 
since left the small corn belt town. 

My friend would, I am sure, heartily 
approve of my sharing with you tonigh~ som~ of the 
his thoughts, particularly those deal7ng Wt~th f 

, d' d that is the d~cta es 0 
matter f~rst ~scusseh' h it really isn't one, be-
time. His journa~~ t O~gpersonal events, like a 
gins as the recor 1ng 0, eneral speculation 
diary, but s~on verges 1~~~egchronOlOgic sequence. 
and observat1on td~~~'~~~ty for the cornmon-sense 
This makes much 1 ~ 
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reader, in which category I fancy myself, but by 
laborious selecting I've put together a somewhat 
coherent story, mos tly I should emphasize in his 
own words. His doc ument begins as follows : 

"July 19, 1944. I'm flying just above 
the clouds when a violent jolt hits the plane. 
Instinctively I note the time, 1432. Controls 
still OK but t he tor's conked out. No fire yet, 
better stay with the c raft. We're deep over enemy 
seas and best try for some island rather than ditch
ing. Lose altit de fast and when I break through 
the low ceiling, ere's a small island with a 
coral reef. I head f or the quiet lagoon and land 
in shallow water, not over six feet. Time enough 
to get out with survival gear and a few personal 
things. The plane s i nks slowly. Gasoline floats 
away on the ca "ater. Soon I get ashore, shaken 
but alive and with al l the usual belongings of a 
fighter pilot. __ y watch says ten to thr ee. 

"Where I? Somewhere south of the 
Phillipines in a anese waters. The charts aren't 
much help. Airedales don't pay much attention 
to land except for navigation. 

"July 21 . What day of the week is this? 
One day's like the next on a carrier, and I can't 
remember when t he Padre last held forth. 

"Still don't know where I am. I t 's a 
small island, but big enough to live on, if you 
drop out of the sky. It seems to be uni nhabited 
though. I wonder why. There're other i slands 
away on the horizon. No sign of Japs or anyone 
else. 

"July 25. No chance of our pe ople find
ing me here. Too far into en7my are~. ,For the, 
first few days I kidd myself Into thInkIng they 11 
look for me. Then I worry that the Nips may see 
the wrecked plane in the lagoon. But why would 
they care'? Just another tombstone on a ~eserted 
island -- if the pilot isn't dead, let h~m starve 
to death. He can't win the war sitting down there . 
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"I'm not starving and won't unless I give 
up. Th~re're all sorts of coconuts, breadfruit, 
mangos and go,o'dies r don't recognize. All for the 
picking and no price tag. This beats canned chow, 
on the carrier. Even the survival kit fishing line 
works just fine. These stupid fish have never seen 
a hungry human, 'and the crabs, so easy to catch and 
eat. 

"July 28 or 29. I'm not sure of the date. 
Sleeping a lot lately. I mark ea~h daylight in the 
front of this journal but perhaps yesterday I for
got because the sun was high and hot when I woke 
and a ' coconut fell , on my leg. Luckily just a nasty 
bruise. 

"My watch still says ten to three. I've 
dired it out, jiggled and shaked it, : and it won't 
move on its own since landing in the lagoon, a fine, 
fancy Navy watch with fractions of seconds. Been 
with me from the beginning on all the missions, 
synchronized for takeoff, for rendezvous, for land
ing, for hitting the sack, crawling out after too 
little sleep and now it just stares at me, saying 
always the same thing. Twice, in 24 hours it's on 
time, but I never know when. It looks silly on 
my wrist and the sweat beneath it galls my skin. 

"Today I took off that beautiful big 
watch, gave it a kiss and heaved it as far as I 
could out into the lagoon. A long toss, because 
the water spouted up where it hit like a fish 
jumping. Why do I need a watch, even one that 
works? 

"Entry #10. I will write in this journal 
when I feel like it, not necessarily every day. 
One day is much like another, and I'm losing tack 
of time as the Navy knows it, OSOO I July 44. 
Monday, the day after Sunday, which is the day 
after payday, saturday. 

"He~e I've found decent shelter in a 
small cave near a stream. There's food to be had 
without much effort, and no bells to keep. I suppose 
r've been here about a month. If I were a woman, 
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I'd be sure, but days and .' h ' number And l.'f I n1.g ts sl1.p by without 
. ere starving 0' , 

each day would he emorab le r ln ~a1.n! I guess 
more demanding than breath" but now b :fe loS hardly 

long. 

"I don't count each time I -t k 
why count the days? Breathing really ~ e a breath, 
more to me. Maybe I sho ld ' means a lot 
precious breath s But '~ I beg1.n to add up those 
when would I stop·? At 1. d start numbering them 

st t h 
. sun own? At th ' 

an t e last part of th ' e exact 1n-
horizon of the sea? 1hat e i~un s .:-nks below the 
get the numbers? ~t d'ff I mlSS a few or for
None, except that 1. t 's n:- ' erence would it make? 
ing. Fast or sl I c~~~tto know that I'm breath-
OK. If I breath 00 ' say, but it feels 
hours of sunup - I ~1.m!s durin? the twelve 
at the "ideal r~ ~ 20sboU d be dOln~ just fine 
I'm not going to eck onr~~;~~ per m1.nute, but 

_s an there are nature's times "On this ' d 
and my own .body r 5 and that's all. Tides 
aren't much, yet aves, they roll in without 
fail, regular as c k work we like to say, haroom 
in it comes and out it goes. How many times 
a minute? My watch is lifeless out in the bay. 
One one thousand, two one thousand, three one 
thousand. There that's about three seconds. So 
what? Who cares if I count to five one thousand 
or eight one thousand between waves? They'll 
still keep rolling in, whether I count or not or 
whether my so-called seconds are really Greenwich 
time seconds. 

"Entry 12. What is that time interval 
we call a second? Sixty to a minute and 3,600 in 
an hour. Seconds and minutes and hours are arbi
trary, man decreed. The interval from one sunrise 
to the next is observable and can be divided if 
wished ' into smaller usable segments. Why not ten 
hours in a uay-night sequence with 100 minutes to 
the hour and 100 seconds to the minute? 

liThe Navy doctor used to say I had a nice 
slow pulse, about 60. I feel my pulse at the wrist. 
Is it ticking away at 60 beats to the man made 
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minute? I wonder. Maybe some old Babylonian with 
a p~lse like ~ine counted 86,400 beats on his wrist 
from ' sunrise to sunrise and decreed that many seconds 
in one turn of - the earth. ' 

"Entry 14. What do I do each day? I do 
what I feel like doing. When I'm hungry, I gather 
some food and eat. When I'm hot and dirty, I swim. 
I find materials for clothing and shelter when the 
mood is on me. - Being alone means I can act at any 
time -and not be ,influenced by the desires of another 
person. So I have no need for a precise moment in 
time. 

"Birds rely on- instinct to tell them when 
to mate, to rest; to migrate and the salmon is 
guided by a force in time and place to return to 
its own spawning grounds. - My ins-tincts are too 
submerged and dissipated by civilized habit to be 
much use as chronometers. What - good are hunger, 
sex and sleep as timers for hours or days? There's 
nothing constant about these among humans. If 
there were two of us on this -island and we wanted 
to share a mango for breakfast, we'd have - to agree 
to meet on the beach when the sun is two hand
breadths above the horizon at arm's length •. We 
couldn't depend on our stomachs to synchron1ze 
the moment." 

A the journal rambles on, he discards 
all notion ~f time and even becomes vitriolic about 
its usefulness as a concept. 

"Time" he writes, "is a 
day with ever i~creasing interest, 
never p'aid off. 

mortgage on t<:>
and -the loan ~s 

"poor mankind, only he is curse~ wit~ the 
. d h t good does it do h~m. e 

notion of t~m7 an w,a t'me ' . he gets to the church 
gets ~o t~e a~rhort t~nt01th~ grave at a particular 
'on t~me, a~~ic~l~~ day. No other living being 
hour on a pa d' tes and seconds, not the 
thinks of hours an m~nu . 1 runs be-
thorobred as he winhs tdhe D:~~i~ ~~tS~~~ ~ose when 
cause that's what e oe~ '" 
it blooms because bloom ~t must. 
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And another entry lO T' . 
a notion of convenience • 1me 1S a fabrication 
keeping, their stories str~~e~~.l for histor~ans in ' 
f~r r~d10 announcers and fo;tb and rather 1mportant 
p1npo1nts death and destr t' all games, but time 
Get rid' of t ime and ou ~c 10n,a~d impermanence. 
on the dbor. s op wa1t1ng for the knock 

IIMan didn't worry b . 
date until relati e Y recent~yO~t ~7me of day or 
he did quite well ithout a wat~~ o~S!O~~ien~~~ 
Now h7's cur~e~ ith both , a self-inflicted torture 
~he ~1lly wh~n1ng masochist. Rather than plead- ' 
1ng I haven t got time' let him admit what he 
rea~ly means is 'I don't want to' or ., don't bother 
me. Instead he looks at his watch, pulls out his 
date book, sweats, pops a tum in mouth and rushes 
off in all direct i ons , just to be 'on time.' 

"Time i s no more heaven ordained than 
skyscrapers or calculus. It's an invention of 
civilized man, a mere device for the meeting of 
people and things. With the internal combustion 
engine comes smog. With split second timing comes 
frenzy and frust r at ion. Now the foolishness of 
milli seconds, and the paring of time into in
finitely small fractions, useful no doubt for 
science but a cur se for living.1I 

A later entry. "Today has ' been too much. 
rt upsets my no-event peace. A dugout paddled 
by two natives put ahsore a young woman, evidently 
a chief's daughter. This island seems to have 
some sacred, meaning, for she came to my waterfall 
with small gifts and incantations. We met, and she 
thinks I'm some sort of nature spirit. I think 
she's a special sort of nymph. We rolled around 
together in religious frenzy for the rest of the 
day, night and the next day until the dugout re
turned to pick her up. She'll have a hot tale to 
tell about their sacred island, but I'm worn out 
and .glad to have her gone." 

The next ent'ry is somewhat incoherent, 
as t h ough he had drunk a skinful of coconut wine, 
but perhap~ it was simply the effect of his iso-
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lation. The words seem to have been prompted by 
the girl's visit. 

, "Honeybee, it wasn't sin the Good Book 
was talking about when Adam and Eve got thrown 
out. It was the genesis of time and numbering 
of events in relation to time. So get thee hence, 
Miss satan. Of course, she doesn't know what 11m 
talking abol;lt. She is all Eve, 'and she ' couldn't 
care less about issues. For her, it's ' today 'and 
today's wc;irmth. 

"Once I've known her, as the Good Book 
says, there isalway~ going to be the question, 
when again, one day? five days? a month? Oh 
Lord, it isn't worth it. Right now, at the in
stant, it's bliss. ' But there's the stopping, the 
end, and the Grosse RUhe, the Ibn~ rest. I'll 
stick with that long rest that goes on and on 
without be~inhin~ or end. i~'s the stop that 
hurts and ' makes the start not worthwhile. 

"Oh I know, this is the credo of the 
veg~table. 'Well, what's so wrong with the vege
table? It doesn't worry about beginning and 
ending, hours and minutes. It just produces and 
reproduces and waits for the next cycle. Huma~s 
should be more polite to the vegetables. We m1ght 
learn something. 

"Dear man, he cuts down a tree and imme
diately counts the rings in the tru~k to s~e~o~he 
old it is The tree couldn't care ess. . d 

• " ""t heds its leaves an 
day comes for It to dIe, IS. n in its 
waits to fall. It knowS that 1t goes 0 

seedlings. 
t 's pleasing but ' 

"The urge to proc~~: ~s1a marker of 
hardly regular enough to seistent like the . wi~dbl 
time Now ' if man werefc~~s then he could :e11a Y 

• ts in the a, th t we f1rst 
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deer that ru . two ruts ago alII 

~:~ '~~dY~~~ ~:l:~~tf~l ~~tw~~o~n~a~a~~~hw~iS !~~e, 
meet at the next"rut~nd his slavery to fat~~~ fall, 
discriminate mat1n~ait like the deer for n 
he cannot bear to 
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who simply reacts to the fall 
by, and until t hey do our f .when the seasons roll 
not on the sub ject.' rlend the· deer cogitates 

"And so e the d . 
to Eve until t he seasons tel~er I,W111,be oblivious 
will be, I care n , aybe s me now. . When that 

oon, maybe never. 
"Therefore, once i 

memory and why s ~ ter t h s enough. It's a good 
the future? Toda ~ e present with hopes for 
chained to the ' e~~ ~ell and should .not be 
same. Let tomorr ~ ~ ornorrow, for both are the 

e care of itself." 
The mood an . 

paddled the dugo ges with another entry. "I 
island. He made cro~s the · open sea to the chief's 
t~ink r'm a pipe_ ' 9 uss over me and seems to 
h~s daughter as . e to t he local gods. He offered 
and when I dec l ' ed g ?ompanion, wife or whatever 
accepted this as pol1tely, he was surprised but' 
h e, ore sign that I'm not a normal umana Maybe he l rlght. 

"H t . . e o~ . ~ about the past of his people. 
The succeSSlon 0 _ chl.efs ' rattled off his tongue 
like the alphabe , but no dates, no years. It was 
all in terms of .' t the chiefs did. Some were 
great fighters; others had many children. One 
heroic ancestor et an untimely but glorious end 
by over-eating, a whole suckling pig a t one meal, 
as the chief proudly described. These people live 
the past by word o f mouth today, and t h e time 
span matters not . In our terms their history 
could run between two hundred to five hundred 
years. There's no way of being sure, because 
seasons hardly exist here, so the calendar hangs 
on the lives and deeds of their important people. 
Homer didn't n eed dates to tell his tales except 
to assign a' ·symbolic ten years apiece t o the 
Iliad and the Odyssey. And who knows more about 
Methusela's 969 years other ·than that he was the 
most elderly of many old men." 

Pe.rhaps that's enough of his tropic musings. 
They go on and on withou~ much logical sequence. 
Yet, as you can imagine, the journal gave me no 
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rest, and I had to follow up the matter in person. 
I flew out to Guam, and from there spent considerable 
time in locating and reaching the small island where 
the chief in the journal held forth. My friend had 
given the writings to this chief with directions 
to send them on to me, and when at last I found 
the old man, he was willing enough to talk about 
Bo, 'but they hadn't met for a long time. After 
several days, he agreed to take me to the sacred 
island, Bo's hidden garden of Eden. I had to see 
it and him, if he were still there. 

We left about mid-day in a small dugout 
with four village elders as paddlers, and just 
before sundown reached the atoll, a lovely speck 
of land off by itself in the wide ocean. The isle 
of the lonely spirit, they call it. During the 
days of their ancestors, a few families had lived 
there, but because of its size and remoteness the 
island had long been deserted. 

We pulled ashore on a fine stretch of 
sand inside the reef and made our way inland through 
the forest, soon coming to a small glen by a stream 
where there was a tiny natural amphitheater at the 
foot of a shrub-topped face of rock, and grass and 
ferns lay low about. At the foot of the rock the 
chief carefully placed offerings that he'd brought 
-- two cans of kitchen matches, some fish hooks 
and line, a pocket knife and a few shiny trinkets. 

"How do you know what he wants?" I 

asked. 

"Oh the spirit tells us~ he leaves 
messages. Once he asked for peanut butter, but 
only once. Another time I brought him my best 
porcelain dish, yet when we came back, it was 
lying right here." 

"How often do you come?" 

. d again after the 
"Before the ra1.ns an boat loads up at 

rains and then after the copra 
. 1 d" our 1.S an • 
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These visits had taken on the aspect of a 
religious pilgrimage, and Bo had become a minor 
deity in the scheme of things. The chief volunteered 
that since the coming here to make offerings to my 
friend Bo, his village had had good harvests and 
no sickness. 

He and his companions squatted down in 
a circle, chanting religiously in the gathering 
twilight. The foliage at the top of the rock began 
to sway unnatura lly in unison with the chant and 
at last bent forward down towards the natives as 
if to acknowledge the ceremonial gifts of the wor
shippers. 

Despite the shadows, I gained the dis
tinct impression of a man's form and face among 
the greenery. While the faithful were looking down 
in humble pose, I looked up and our glances met. 
Was it Bo? I couldn't say, but one of the spirit's 
eyes winked at me and then was gone, as the branches 
rose again to their usual position. The whole 
ceremony was brief, and we retired to the beach 
for food and sleep under the bright tropic stars. 

The next morning I told the chief we had 
to return without delay because my plane for Guam 
would stop at his island in two days. He said not 
to worry; the plane would be there at the right 
time. Its arrivals and departures were for him 
never early or late; they simply came when they 
carne, and he paid no attention to dates. I also 
suggested returning to the amphitheater to see 
if the gifts were still there, but the chief con
sidered that a sacrilige; so off we shoved in 
our canoe. 

While the natives paddled toward the 
open sea, I, the passenger, facing landward caught 
site of a human figure appearing on a small head
land. It must be Bo! Half rising with excite
ment I waved both arms above my head. At length 
the receding figure on the shore raised his right 
hand high in a slow gesture of farewell, ending 
in a deliberate sign as though of benediction. 
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"Shouldn't we go back?" I asked shaken 
and anxious. 

"NO," the chief ·answered, "he is wish
ing us a safe voyage home," away from his garden 
of Eden, it seemed, as though we were the for
bidden fruit that no longer tempted, but wisely 
he wanted us gone before time and despair re
turned to claim him. 

Before my departure from the chief's 
atoll the two of us had a serious pow-wow. 

"You, Mr. doctor," he offered, "are a 
blood brother of our spirit. That I can tell. 
There is another small island not far from here 
and would you like to stay on it?" 

I could see what was on his mind. If 
one benevolent spirit was good, two might be 
better, an insurance against evil. I thanked 
the chief for his offer of deification but told 
him I was already a God back home and had to 
return to duty. 

"Now Chief," I continued in my most 
solemn and portentious tone, "I must warn you 
about one matter. Your spirit Bo has been good 
to you and your people. But if ever you or your 
village elders tell one stranger about this 
spirit he will desert you, and your crops will 
fail, and your children will sicken, and your 
grandchildren will starve. Your island spirit 
must be a holy secret for your people. As long 
as only you and your wise men know it, he will 
stay and protect you, but horror will fall if 
you don't keep this word. Remember, no one else 
must know." 
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The poor old man fell to the ground i n 
groveling terror at this dire threat. With the 
e laborate dignity of a vanishing divine, I pro
ceeded to withdraw from his world by climbing into 
the waiting sea plane and flew off into the wide 
~lue yonder up above the sea and its dots of 
1sland green. Adamson was down there on one of 
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those flecks of land, a part of a constant scene, 
lasting for ever, if someh~w it and h7 could be 
kept untouched by the pest~lence of t~me, free 
from ' clocks and date books, ' changeable but un
changing like the wind and water. ' 

"Good luck to you Bo," I said to my
self and to him. "I'll do my part." And I have, 
by leaving him alone in his timeless world. 

I flew back across the Pacific, puzzled 
and sorrowed. Once home , I began searching for 
some answers and found a bit of comfort and light 
in the wisdom of Alfred North Whitehead, who tells 
us in his "Concept of Nature," "it is impossible 
to meditate on time and the creative passage of 
nature without an overwhelming emotion at the 
limitation of human intelligence." 

And now, by George, its 37 minutes since 
I started and it's time for beer and cheese. Let's 
not worry how long that will last. 


